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The investment ground has shifted and isn’t coming back soon.
Just a year ago the world was enjoying a synchronised economic acceleration. In 2017, growth rose in every
big advanced economy except Britain, and in most emerging economies. Global trade was surging and
America was booming; China’s slide into deflation had been quelled; even the Euro Zone was thriving. In
2018, the story is very different. Investors have fretted materially for the second time this year, concerned
over trade wars and monetary policy tightening. Those fears are well-founded according to JCB. The world
economy’s major problem in 2018 has been uneven momentum. Leading economic indicators from Asian
export nations have been in marked decline, coupled with weakening European data and fiscal drag in
the U.S. into 2019. JCB believes all of this makes for a stark reality check and has lead the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) to forecast slowing growth this year in most advanced economies (excluding the U.S.).
For 10 years, buying dips in risk markets has been rewarded via excess liquidity (QE), low interest rates
and easy credit availability. All of those structural elements are now gone. The fundamental ground has
disappeared. Looking ahead, JCB see that markets will face less liquidity, higher rates and tighter credit
conditions, all of which should curtail economic activity looking forward.

October delivers a dose of reality into a ‘restrictive’ world.
October has historically been a shaky month for risk markets and this year was no exception, with wild
swings intra-month before closing significantly lower. Markets look set to retain higher volatility into yearend ahead of U.S. mid-term elections and further U.S. rate hikes from the Federal Reserve. Domestically,
the economy remains idiosyncratic with pockets of good news. Employment numbers have improved and
terms of trade remain high. However, the property market remains soft with credit availability constrained and
further tightening likely on the findings of Royal Commission in February 2019.
The acute trade-off between strong economic conditions in late cycle U.S. markets and the pressures for
interest rates to rise, via a tightening of monetary policy, will be a defining battleground for markets. Strong
economies support strong cash flows and earnings, but ‘restrictive’ policy settings bring higher discount rate
assumptions which offset this. Eventually, tightening starts to flow through to weigh on economic conditions.
JCB have begun to see this dynamic play out this year, as the fiscal boost has helped support economic
conditions but has been offset by rising discount rates. As the pullback of liquidity continues and fiscal policy
starts to roll over, this will increasingly become a drag on economic conditions as well, especially relative to
market expectations.

Rolling asset correlation changes? Not in Australia any time soon, but possible.
There is some discussion by commentators around the correlation between asset classes, namely between
fixed rate bonds and equities. These correlations are fluid and can be prone to a positive skew in periods of
very high inflation (5.00%+ CPI) or in a substantial interest rate hiking cycle. Thankfully in Australia investors
do not face either scenario, nor are investors likely to face such scenarios in this global business cycle,
according to JCB.
One of the key product benefits of fixed rate bonds is they have zero volatility when held to maturity
(investment is made at a ‘fixed rate’), but often rally considerably in times of material stress before maturity
- at exactly the point when investment portfolio’s require a negative correlation benefit. This gives investors
great flexibility and optionality to divest and take advantage of riskier assets that may have cheapened as a
result.
As at October month end, Australian Government Bonds have produced a calendar year to date return
of +2.78%, whilst ASX 200 price index closed -3.87%. This 6.65% differential seems pretty negatively
correlated to JCB’s high grade bond strategy. This indicates to JCB that government bonds are doing what
they are designed to do, defend and protect, whilst providing optionality and liquidity.

CC JCB Active Bond Fund performance in October
For the month of October, the CC JCB Active Bond Fund (the Fund) returned 0.42%, underperforming the
Bloomberg AusBond Treasury (0+Yr) Index by 0.08%.
JCB lightened durations after a surprise stronger employment print during October, only for international
equity markets to fall and lift bond valuations higher through the month. This caused some Fund
underperformance versus the index within the month.

Disclaimer
This information has been prepared by the Investment Manager, JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd ACN 165 890 282 AFSL 459018 (‘JCB’). This information is
supplied on the following conditions which are expressly accepted and agreed to by each interested party (‘Recipient’). The information is not a financial
product advice and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person. This information
does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate JCB and the Recipient should conduct their own independent review,
investigations and analysis of JCB and of the information contained or referred to in this document.
Neither JCB or their representatives and respective employees or officers (collectively, ‘the Beneficiaries’) make any representation or warranty, express
or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this information or subsequently provided to the Recipient or its
advisers by any of the Beneficiaries, including, without limitation, any historical financial information, the estimates and projections and any other financial
information derived there from, and nothing contained in this information is, or shall be relied upon, as a promise or representation, whether as to the past or
the future. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The information has not been the subject of complete due diligence nor has all
such information been the subject of proper verification by the Beneficiaries.
Except insofar as liability under any law cannot be excluded, the Beneficiaries shall have no responsibility arising in respect of the information contained in
this document or subsequently provided by them or in any other way for errors or omissions (including responsibility to any person by reason of negligence).

